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CROWN TEMPLAR BAR:

Freemason Controlling Negative F-actor

Most all people have a Crown. Length - Crown to Heal, typed on my live birth non all capital
letters on the Slavery Bonded Certificate. I ask, did I go to school before I was naturally born
here to earn the Certificate. The answer is yes or quit possible. I am here now, as I reincarnated
and had many life times before and a dimensional being, called Angelic- Hue-man, with the [E]
in it. It’s a vibration. Time matrix and beyond traveler. Search 1666 trust, Vatican induced as a
soul catcher, and moon satellite re-incarnator stopping point for the Van Allen belt negative
vibration upon earth including fake sun which is a German made reflector, check las Vegas for
one ring, elevation, solar and reflectors off the 215 south of Las Vegas, Nevada However, the
moon satellite is being dismantled of its nuclear abilities as of August few years back with Inner
Earth Auroras. No more separation and divide, but to connect law of one, with love joy
enlightenment called the Great Awakening is at hand out of the death spiral but to the cosmos

Did I hear “one man can change the world” by Donald John Trump? Also, “you have to be one
to take them out” by Donald John Trump. People do your own Research.

There is a Duality in the 8 point Saint Patrick’s Flag

United Tribes of Flag “Trickery”

Democratic left side George 3rd and 4th [demonic]

Re-Public right side King William 3rd and 4th sons of King George 3rd.
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Digitally-A.I. - Typed on 8-15 no end date to create, internally, externally, for evermore

I am Daryl Arthur Payan I, incarnated King Arthur I, Living – Birth - Crown to heal/Non-All
Capital letters to heal the Jesus-Heart mind and Lyran-God Head inner and outer mind Crown
connection higher self- autma, of Consciousness’ Creator with a soft Spot on the skull opening
many have, but not all beings, called hive mind. Like a bee hive around and around but cannot
get out of the Freemason fake dome. Fake Sun, fake moon, in a daze of darkness.

Steps as follows are: to remove all the Negatives in the 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s Flag.

I, Daryl Arthur Payan 1, has stepped up to the responsibility to Remove of the Freemason
Grand Master/s of any in connection to the Lodge, Oath, Crown Temple Bar from King George
3rd and 4th from the Flag, or anywhere which means them totally.

King George III agreed to the Treaty of Paris on September 3rd, 1783, between the Crown of
Great Britain and the United States. “The Crown of Great Britain Legally was, then and now, or
by anyone else thinking he or she had any rights to that or the Kings or Queens Court, from
Scotland Rite Freemason acts, or anywhere else on this planet or inner earth or that era, 1-7
King Georges Founding Fathers of America and of the Past or behind the scene actors as
Presidents [even Madison] [especially not using their full name and correct signature or
Kingsman-ship name], up to Duality Crown Bar private Member-Ship club.
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Notice to All,

Today, I Daryl King-Arthur Payan I, and Hoani King-John Wanoa are replacing the 2 Georges
on the 8 Point Star Saint Patrick’s Flag temporarily, and Taking all negatives of any other George
family, attached, including Elizabeth II or Donald John Trumps or fake attached names of the
Kennedys [Kennedy space center] and same applies to them as to Donald John Trumps, for their
arrest, and negatives such as King William that created the Mortgages is null and void now.
Everyone on this planet are Kings Creditors, not by debtor levy agencies. By Naturally their own
Crown to Heal whether on the Birth Certificate or not, Not by diseased King George 3rd Queen
Victoria nor Elizabeth II or Crown Templar Bar Debtors of King George III running that negative
energy. We are not death pledgers to anyone. The final clone agenda plan is too slow, while
millions are dying out of their hue-man body, and more potentially is to stop right now.

I can be anywhere, and dimensionally in the positive consciousness vibration to do what is
needed, that is why they are saying watch the water. You here are made of water and energy
22 grams, and a hologram or graphic heart felt projection and heal the past vibrational energy
within and be everything you were meant to be here and now, reaching your autma up there to
down here, as an experience made by some that may have had good intent and others not so
much, also as we astral travel every night and are professionals at it. This 3d matrix is gone and
4d matrix on the way out. This is where I come in to raise your awareness of this to vibrantly
get out of the fear and proceed with love, friendship, Joy and enlightenment with the Flag I
created for you all, Starting in England, all of it including Ireland-Scotland of the same now
Connecting England lands over the Name Scotland as one, which can no longer be divided and
call it [proposed] sovereign of its own and go to the Kings and Queens German State  Frau-dule-
ntly  developed which is against the Basque from Atlantis and Lemuria as Universal Law of one.

The Basque were on the lands in Americas [company name] long before Christ-ofer Col-um-bus,
and Kennedy’s Columbus space station. As mentioned prior, law of one.
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Patti L. Brassard ex NASA Employee, was part of the Military installation for Donald John Trump
as Acting as Actor Movie - P-resident, non-P-resident in 10 miles Square, called Washington D.C.
connected to the 10 mile Sq. Vatican and 10 mile Sq. City of London, and the Dutch Computing
System on an Island [prior north] tip of South America [company name] running the planet
above surface and who knows where else. Just like the Queen Elizabeth II running her scam and
death cult now cloned, worldwide and under from little Island Called New Zeeland, not
Zealand…

Freemason, King George 3rd and 4th are now null and void connected to Edinburgh Scotland-
Scottish rite with the German rite Nazi regime with Fake Country name of the Real Germanics in
the Basque Country, conjured up by Prussia and the Vatican Italy, Roth-children and some
others and other Crown Temple Bar Members worldwide, with the Land Fraud Titles to all the
lands, cars, homes, and basically anything in Commerce with the 8 Point Star Flag, 1834 and
1835 by invasion with Switzerland Demonic Zip Codes all everything people do through all
Fraudulent Postal Offices, The whole Phantom System is now at zero point moving forward out
of it forevermore to Eternity. This now will be faster than ever for free open source to all to
enjoy.

The Stock Market Created by King Williams is to be abolished and null and void by this notice as
well. It was hacked by digits on a fraud ledger a very long time ago.

General Incarnated Michael Flynn / William McMaster Murdoch, has a lot to answer backing
the dark agenda and light together, with the 22 days of the Donald John Trump Administration.
We know what happening in your other life time. Scottish Sailor.
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Decision time. After the Trump Administrative entry as in Court Crown Temple Bar, and Actor
Demonic President Paid Actor as a man named Joseph Biden. As it stands now Anunaki’s are in
control in reversal of all this harm that was created and moving forward into a new Earths, of
vibrational dimensionality. 3 d now earth, 5 d Tara, 7 d Gaia. It’s not about the root of money,
it’s the Root of the Tree of Life 7 point star- Transformation back, and moving forward.

I am also removing the Granted Letters Patents and Charters, from Kings or P-residents, now
are null and void, but leaving in the free passage to travel freely any and everywhere, also the
protectorate black line of statin from the ocean or land protectorates of your brethren or sister
for each other, in the very near future shall be lessened well into the no harm and minimal
mistakes are made by the past opposition of life, not the evil, control over anyone. In the 5d of
Tara, Kings Stone of Destiney or Stonehenge’s, [missing in Ireland] or Wales, within all of Albion.
[Equals the U.K.] Portal to the Universe. No more programmed timelines through the looking
glass. It does not work as we are creators in the now.

Tricksters such as Thoth and the Black Pope, and current Evil vibration on that old
consciousness is Now to lift and rise your vibration of love, Joy and enlighten your Energy
within and outwardly with the new Consciousness’!!! Also to Awaken the Darkness of Easter
Island and Hawaii, Black Magic, to the light, to heal, cure the past darkness with in all vibrations
here and now, and anywhere else that holds that frequency/Vibration.

This leads everyone into FREE and OPEN Source to Creator that you are a part of Creation in
the now!!!!!!! Minds, upper and lower Heart Body and Temple Brain, and Spirit to Source
Energy.

There is a great deal of information on this, on the website www.ebh.club/

Therefore, I the incarnated King Arthur 1, in and for the lands not only where I reside at zero
point in America, [Company name], California [Company name] but all lands and ocean waters
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and below into inner earth, am Abolishing the Word “LEGAL” in the 8 point star Flag, are now
null and void upon publishment of this document or anywhere else, as that word is Fictional.
No matter, created anymore from it, from thought, paper, Courts, Templar temples or both
parties of the con-tract known as the Con-stitution [institutionalized] of the United States of
America. Its a Con-Game Program they like to play and is A Company name. [Use agreement
and or agree to disagree, essentially non-agreement] Dictated and enforced by the Middle inn
Templars (Bar Attorners) through their Franchise and Corporate Fictional Government entity
with the Fraud Federal United Stated Corporate Dead entity [corpse] Government. Where a
“State Citizen” attempts to invoke his or her “constitutional, natural, or common law “rights, in
Chancery [equity courts], he or she is told they don’t apply. Why? Simply Because a State
Citizen has no rights outside of the Rule and codes of Crown “law” Only a state citizen has
natural and common law rights by the paramount authority of Gods law. The people who
comprise other citizenry of a stats are recognized only within natural and common law as is
already established by Gods law. Only a State Citizen can be a party to an action with a State
Court. A common state citizen cannot be recognized in that court because he or she doesn’t
legally exist in Crown Chancery Courts. In order to be recognized in their state Courts, the
common man must be converted to that of a Corporate or legal Entity [a legal fiction] Now you
know why they create such an entity using all capital letters within the Birth Certificate issued
by the State. They convert the common lawful man of God into a fictional legal entity subject to
Administration by State Rules, Orders and Codes[ there is no “law within any Rule or Code] of
courts, rules, codes etc.  do not apply to the lawful common man of god, [god head] so the man
with inherent godly law and right must be converted into a legal “person” which means
Masked, of fictional “status” [another legal term] in order for their legal- but completely
unlawful- State Judiciary[chancer Courts] to have authority over him or her.

I am permanently removing the Sacred Masonic Sign that Controls the World, The Hidden hand
sign, of the Canaanites Sacrificing their own children to Baal/Moloch flaming statues. They
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serve their idols. JahBuhlun their sacred name of God demon possessed full of the devil
prepared to do the wicked and foul deeds possible for his hidden deity Baphomet, aka Lucifer,
aka Stan, aka Jahbuhlun, Hoax Triple Tau York Rite and Scottish rite……Checker or chess board
Mutation of Stonehenge Gateway will remain operational throughout all of the global negatives
controlled grids. Grid war over the epicenter control is underway in the United Kingdom. The
family of Michael are the center of this conflict as they are coveted as pets for the luciferin
elite. And his aggressively targeting towards Christ Michael, masculine principle through the
consciousness war to gain total control of the changing horizontal rod architecture on earth.
The Mutation is required to enforce the planetary crucifixion implants which are essentially
death seals that free the blood sacrifice networks like the Moloch battery tanks. These
crucifixion implants block the 7th dimensional ax atonal lines and all of the 7d energy systems
connected to the female spirit principle on the left side of our body which impaired the human
embodiment of Mother-Sophia Principle. When the checkerboard mutations are lifted or
dissolved into higher frequency matter which causes a depolarization effect many of the Death
Seals also dissolve or released.

See ascension glossary. Type in “Technological abuse of Crystal Caverns” the good part is the
genetic time codes are now being release in organic sequences.

Negatives - Abraham [Lincoln] Kahlooni was a high-level Mason, with the Fake name Kennedys
were\are Kahlooni, George Washington, Stalin of Soviet Union, and Donald John Trump
Kahlooni, almost all Presidents, P-residents….10 mile Square of Washington of Delaware, Run
by Vatican 10 mile Square, City of London 10 mile Square, almost now gone, like the Squares
under the freemason Chess game dome. The real masons worked with stones, carving etc..

Psalm 106:34-43, KJV

Donald John Trump,  you are now by me Commander and incarnated King Arthur I
Commanding you to Stand down and using the 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s Flag, and not  further be
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recognized as a King of any lands, water, air, space or anywhere nor a President by Myself with
the Highest Command here and now. As a matter of Fact you are to be arrested and
questioned, held until further notice and after a dna check it is you and not a clone, by any
Lawful Protectorates of Peace, Prosperity, and Joyful souls, for the People. Your duality has
come to an end here and now. Your Trump card has expired. You are of the Dark, even though
controlled by some light beings. Any Leaders of their Countries approximately 30 is to be said
on the website www.operationdisclosureofficial.com is to quit spying, hacking on peoples
devices, and any false statements, in a psychic operations by opinions [intent] only without
providing real-time facts, and listening to any devices by NSA, Prism, or QFS/[quantum
financial- Switch System Artificial Intelligence] not knowing the full impact of that agenda
controlling all energies on the planet where people or otherwise. Be aware Chinese Elders,
maybe on the next document, if held in captivity, lying, or a nda, for rightful exchange or heir
apparent, inheriting accounts or the Military whatever side, positive or negatives, in hiding.

No more mortgages by any of the Kings as they are fictionalized in the Legal
All of this is highly negative and dark called deep state, and is holding up the ascension
evolution of The Angelic-Hue-manity to the Emerald Order, Crystalline Template, to remember
whom they/we are, were in our/your multi dimensionality and where we/you came from prior
to spiral earth consciousness and why. This is a healing process of the negative entities in which
we are about to receive, however, first things first, like this documented re-incarnation, and the
Law of One in the highest purity of Order, exiting the 3 dimension ma-trix, 4 dimension ma-trix,
5 dimension ma-trix hack, into the 5.5 dimension ma-trix between love and Joy to upper
enlightenment, 6th dimension on up. We are at ZERO Point check your Compass spiral. Moving
forward and Creator, [not the Anunaki fully] within, Mind, Body and Spirit be with you Eternally,
in all 352 dimensions of Love First, of Vibration 432 HZ, & the 7 pointed Star of Creation
Peacefully transmute back to whom you really are.

Https://www.MichaelLeeHill.net lots of Anunaki info, and creation.
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This is all for now. There shall be many more writings as the Trail begins, of the New Earth, and
Omni Universes. Remember this if anything, You are so Dearly Loved, and is why I came here
from the 12th Dimension, to the 11th down to the 3rd. to save you with Living Jesus, I speak for
myself transmuting was done already Violet Flame of myself, 1 trillion vibrations per sec. St.
Germaine Alchemist, worth more than all of the resources i.e. money gold or anything on Earth
as it is now, and is for all for those who come, Golden matrix 5-4-4-5 on up. It is the Balanced
Journey everyone is upon now, Truth shall prevail though Consciousness’ within.

King Arthur I, No syntax needed,

Daryl Arthur Payan I

All prosperity without futhur delay is now commanded for the full release all energy fun-d
accounts called to reach the people and healing devises worldly for all, for removing all
negatives in the plasma body, head, to align the atuma [higher- self] chakras, 352 dimensions
and beyond.

Note: I don’t play politics as I have wrote Aristotle started that, I removed it as well.
The Game of Con-sent Trickery is over. 500 trillion lawsuit…against the Corporate Federal
Government, that never was. Fictional, how can you sue a fiction? If you do it will be of God’s
Law. A.I/Anu vs Elohim – QFS [Quantum Financial System Leverage for -your natural Inheritance
that was stolen by the Cabal during all wars- by way of Con-situational Con-venation vote or
you do not get digits gold backed of “C “ Note harmonic 5-4-4-5 Matrix of your stolen heart
energy by way of deception and slavery [currency]  is a threat of survival without voting, called
money [current, currency control mechanism will go away eventually] is the root of all evil.
Reverse that word, and live. Open source 6000 patents releasing now for Hue-manity, of off
worldly, inventions, to heal the fractalized bodies and conscious states of minds. Vet them by
way of DNA. Prior to DNA was gamma, Angelic--Hue-man-beings of Anunaki Image recreated.

oak


